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INTO THE CLOUD

FROM YOUR DESKTOP AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
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What are the Nintex Sessions?
The Nintex sessions are a series of long (MVP Presentations) and 
short (5-Minute Sprints) educational seminars that provide you with 
information on how to get the most out of your SharePoint investment, 
how to solve typical SharePoint challenges, and how to create 
streamlined workflows quickly and easily. 

You can stop by the Nintex booth (#1614) anytime to be a part of the 
sessions. Use this booklet as a guide for times, session descriptions and 
names of our MVPs. 

MVP Presentations
We’ve got a great line-up of SharePoint MVPs who will show innovative 
approaches on how you can get the most out of SharePoint and Office 365. 

Come see presentations on workflow requirements gathering, forms 
strategies in light of the InfoPath announcement, and how to facilitate 
power-user built forms and workflows. 

5-Minute Sprints
A lot can happen in five minutes. So we’ve developed theater sessions 
that address all of your top of mind workflow, forms, and SharePoint 
challenges. 

Come see our on-premises and cloud-ready solutions that are easy 
to deploy and deliver rapid results. Topics range from crowdsourcing 
feedback with Nintex and Yammer to connecting workflows to the cloud 
in one click.

Best of all, they’re five minutes long and won’t conflict with the main 
conference breakout sessions.
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Monday, March 3rd

3:45-5:00pm Palazzo Ballroom O, P
Using Nintex to Automate and Integrate 
SharePoint and a Whole Lot More

Mike Fitzmaurice mikefitz@nintex.com Track: Developer Technical Level: 200

SharePoint may be the center of the universe, but it’s a big universe.  Workflows often 
need to integrate processes that span data and applications across the data center and 
throughout the cloud.  This demo-intensive session will show just how easy it is to use 
Nintex to automate and integrate on-premise and online content repositories, line of 
business apps, databases, custom code, and other resources – we’ll even build a solution 
before your eyes.  More than a thousand customers use Nintex with and/or in the cloud, 
and this session will illustrate why Nintex’s motto is “workflow for everyone — everywhere.”

Tuesday, March 4th

12:15-12:30pm
Main Exhibit Hall: 

Partner Demo Theater
Nintex Workflow Solutions:  
Be Where Your Users Are

Mike Fitzmaurice mikefitz@nintex.com Track: Developer Technical Level: 100

Solution success is in the hands of your users, and a great way to ensure success is to let 
them participate in processes the way they want, in the places they want, in the format 
they want.  You’ll see a demonstration of a process that lets any user — including you — 
respond to assigned tasks via web browsers, mobile devices, the public Internet, instant 
messaging, email and even social media.

Mike Fitzmaurice 
VP of Product Technology, Nintex 
Nintex’s very own Mike Fitzmaurice will be 
presenting as part of the SharePoint conferences 
main sessions. Make sure to catch his lively and 
educational presentations. 

Main SharePoint Conference Sessions
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6:30-6:35pm 5 Minute Sprint
Crowdsourcing Feedback and  
Decision-making with Nintex and Yammer

Social media channels are one more place where work can be distributed and work can 
be discovered. We’ll show you how easy it is to ask a community of stakeholders to weigh 
in on a decision you’ve got to make. In five minutes we’ll show you how to monitor 
and respond to activity in Yammer Feeds, push notifications to Yammer networks, and 
manage Yammer users, groups, and profiles.

7:00-7:30pm MVP Session Using Workflows to Build Servers

Speaker: Tood Klindt

We all know Nintex workflows are cool and can do amazing things. But did you know 
they could actually build servers? In this quick talk we’ll cover how pairing Nintex with 
Rackspace Cloud Servers makes the impossible possible.

8:00-8:05pm 5 Minute Sprint Reusing Best Practices

Make your organization smarter and quickly automate more everyday processes by 
relying on solutions to problems that were already solved. Nintex Workflow ships with 
more than a dozen pre-built templates that you can get started with. Additionally, you can 
modify existing templates, build your own template from scratch, and save it for reuse in 
the future. 

In five minutes we’ll show you how:
• User Defined Actions (UDAs) allow you to create your own workflow actions based 

on a combination of other workflow actions
• UDAs can be used to share functionality across an entire Site Collection in as many 

workflows as you want

Sunday, March 2nd 

Nintex Booth Sessions Schedule 
(Booth #1614)
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10:40-10:45am 5 Minute Sprint
Getting Your Docs in a Row: Reviews 
that can span SharePoint, Box, Google, 
OneDrive, and DropBox

You love and use SharePoint, but, occasionally, you have to work with people that don’t. 
We’ll show you how to build processes that coordinate content in other places with 
processes that live in SharePoint. We’ll pull information in, route it around for review and 
approval, and then put it back to where people can continue to work on it. In five minutes 
we’ll show you how to automate document review using multiple external content stores.

12:40-1:10pm MVP Session
#ShiftHappens: How to Inspire,  
Thrive, and Drive Purposeful Collaboration

Speaker: Dux Raymond Sy

A revolution is brewing in the enterprise today. Business velocity, BYOD, collaborative 
engagement, advanced analytics, and unified communications are converging to 
deliver the promise of enterprise collaboration success.  How can you ensure that your 
organization can embrace, thrive and sustain this major shift?  Join industry thought 
leader Dux Raymond Sy, as he shares techniques on how to maximize your SharePoint 
investment and achieve organizational buy-in to drive purposeful collaboration.

1:15-1:45pm MVP Session
Requirements Gathering Tips for 
Automating Business Processes

Speaker: Laura Rogers

It helps to know the right questions to ask when you’re presented with a form or Visio 
diagram for a new process. In this session, Laura Rogers will discuss several important 
tips to remember when beginning the requirements gathering for new workflows.

Monday, March 3rd

3:25-3:30pm 5 Minute Sprint A Form in Four Clicks

We’ll build useable, flexible business forms in a matter of seconds, directly from SharePoint, 
and all within your browser. 

In five minutes we’ll show you how to:
• Design visually appealing forms with sophisticated business logic 
• Customize predefined layouts for any device, form factor or screen size 
• Extend your forms and processes to users outside the firewall
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12:30-1:00pm MVP Session The SharePoint Survival Guide Top 10

Speaker: Eric Shupps

Saddle up with “The SharePoint Cowboy” for a blazing ride through ten of his most 
important survival lessons for SharePoint Administors.

1:00-1:05pm 5 Minute Sprint
Distributed Processes: Online and On 
Premises

As much as we love the cloud, we don’t expect everyone to fully commit. If you have 
some work happening in the cloud and some work happening on-premise, it’s possible 
to create processes that do the right work in the right place at the right time.  

In five minutes we’ll show you how to:
• Build hybrid and distributed deployments by connecting workflows between 

distributed SharePoint deployments, including Office 365

3:05-3:10pm 5 Minute Sprint
Nintex and Lync:  
Real-Time and Presence Integration

Workflows built with Nintex can reach far beyond SharePoint. See quickly built, easily run 
examples of presence based routing, task notification, and data collection, using real time 
communication. In five minutes we’ll show you how to build presence-based approval 
and Lync integrated workflows.

4:40-4:45pm 5 Minute Sprint
Quick and Easy:  
A Real Workflow in Five Minutes or Less 

No cooking show tricks here. We’ll build an approval workflow and run it in front of your 
very eyes. In five minutes we’ll show you just how easy it is for anyone to build a business 
process, quickly and easily.

Tuesday, March 4th
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1:00-1:30pm MVP Session
Empowering End Users Creating  
Workflows and Forms

Speaker: Andrew Connell

Times of late have shown dramatic changes in the SharePoint landscape in the areas 
of workflow and forms; we have a whole new workflow engine powered by Workflow 
Manager and recently Microsoft announced that we will see no future version of InfoPath? 
So what options are available to power users who don’t want to call developers to solve 
their issues? Come listen to Andrew Connell offer his thoughts and answer your questions 
on these two topics!

3:05-3:10pm 5 Minute Sprint Your Work in Your Pocket

Nintex Mobile apps for Windows, Windows Phone, iPhone and iPad provide a rich process 
participation experience for data collection, approvals, task completion and a whole lot more. 

In five minutes we’ll show you how to:
• Get work flowing to and from your mobile device
• Capture data, interact with business systems and processes, and  kick-off, track and 

delegate tasks directly from your mobile device 

4:40-4:45pm 5 Minute Sprint Connecting Workflows to the Cloud in One Click

We’ve put over 100 workflow actions in the cloud that are ready to help you automate 
everyday business processes, quickly and easily-without a single line of code.  

In five minutes we’ll show you:
• How Nintex Store is a one stop shop for all your workflow action needs. 
• How to seamlessly connect Nintex Workflow to external systems such as Microsoft 

Dynamics CRM, web services, and other applications including Twitter, Facebook, 
Box, and Dropbox

Wednesday, March 5th
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10:20-10:25am 5 Minute Sprint
Integrate Your Workflows with Exchange 
Calendars, Task Lists, and Inboxes

There’s more to workflow email integration than sending task notifications. Nintex 
Workflow can collect input from email, schedule tasks, check calendars, and make 
appointments.

In five minutes we’ll show you examples of using Nintex with Exchange to schedule 
tasks, check calendars, and make appointments.

1:00pm Prize Drawing

Thursday, March 6th
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Win a pair of Bose Quiet Comfort Bluetooth 
headphones or a $2,000 Visa Gift Card!

Collect 500 points to enter to win the Bose Quiet Comfort 
Bluetooth Headphones. 

You need 1,000 points to win the $2,000 Gift Card

Each time you interact with Nintex at the conference, you receive 
points toward the grand prize and raffle. 

Here’s how you can get points: 

Raffle

1,000 Volunteering for a video testimonial

500 Sign up for any Nintex Trial

100 Watch a booth demo

100 Watch 5-minute Sprint

100 Watch MVP Session



nintex.com
sales@nintex.com


